For immediate release:
One small nibble for Foodies, one giant bite for Mankind!
http://www.eattheglobe.com/tour-etg
Food unites us all and is the life force not only to nourishment but the perfect accompaniment to friends and
good times!
Eat the Globe is a virtual dinner table where foodies unite and share recipes, favorite restaurants and food trends
around the globe - your passion for food can change the world, as Eat the Globe donates $1 for every food post
to Oxfam on your behalf!
About Dinh and Eat the Globe
Eat the Globe was founded by Dinh Tran. Dinh is a passionate foodie who loves travelling the world to experience
new cultures, especially through tasting the local cuisines. Dinh found there wasn't a place online where she
could share her food stories and tips, and for it to be easy for people to find the information, rather than trawl
through pages and pages of posts...then the idea of "Eat the Globe" was born.
Dinh wanted Eat the Globe to not just be about food, but also about the power of passionate people making a
difference together, hence the partnership with Oxfam was established.
Eat the Globe is keen to partner with socially conscious companies in the food/travel/hospitality industry to
change the world for the better, on a global scale. Companies interested in our innovative sponsorship
opportunities can contact us.
About Oxfam
Oxfam is an international organisation that has been networked together in more than 90 countries to support a
global cause to end hunger, injustice and poverty. One person in three in the world lives in poverty. Oxfam is
determined to change that world by mobilizing the power of people against poverty.
Around the globe, Oxfam works to find practical, innovative ways for people to lift themselves out of poverty and
thrive. They save lives and help rebuild livelihoods when crisis strikes. And they campaign so that the voices of
the poor influence the local and global decisions that affect them.
For more information, visit: www.oxfam.org
For further information on Eat the Globe or interview requests, please contact:
e: info@eattheglobe.com
m: +61 431 644 215
s: tu.dinh.tran
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